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Environment East Gippsland has been keenly interested in fire management in 
East Gippsland for decades.  We have spent many years researching the 
science, observing the evidence and writing submissions and letters to the 
government. We also have a valuable resource among our members who are 
able to add to our knowledge base, many who are CFA members and 
biologists. 
 
We have a membership of around 350 and a supporter base of over 1000, with 
a social media following of over 11,000. Many of our supporters were heavily 
impacted by the recent bushfires and associated fire management. 

We have spent much valuable time writing submissions in the past, presenting 
peer-reviewed, empirical, and published scientific evidence. This should go 
towards informing government fire management but year after year and decade 
after decade the evidence presented by EEG and other groups are ignored. 
Instead, political decisions continue to cause serious damage to the natural fire-
proofing of a forest, its ecological functions, its habitat and many native species 
that are clearly becoming desperately more threatened. This can be shown to 
be in big part due to their vulnerability to unnatural fire regimes – acknowledged 
in the FFGA. However what this damaging management does do is provide a 
political placebo to a public; trained into believing the simplistic cries pushed by 
the government. This is aided by the logging industry and a good number of 
vocal farmers who seem to be informed by little more than the fact that grandpa 
did it.   

In summary, it is extremely obvious that there is a fire management empire built 
up inside the government. This has access to hundreds of millions of tax payer 
dollars a year which has created a fire economy. It is self-perpetuating, counter-
productive and based on responding to uninformed knee-jerk demands by 
predominantly rural people. It resists science, can’t provide its own credible 
science when requested but remains well-funded and seemingly 
unaccountable.  



 
 

 

It is deliberately blind to the mounting and unarguable scientific studies and evidence. 
Back-stepping now would be painful but must happen. New intelligent fire 
management must be adopted.  

Further comments will be in shorter dot points below. 
 

Enquiry process 

 We were extremely disappointed that the IGEM bypassed the heavily fire 
impacted community of Goongerah and chose to only seek the feedback from 
the farmer communities to the north which were not impacted. Goongerah lost 
10 houses and 20 sheds. Of those who stayed to defend, all but one managed 
to protect their homes. 
 

 Public meetings are a poor way to gauge community feeling. Representation of 
opinion is skewed. It is the most aggressive and loud who turn up and speak 
out. This format intimidates a large number of people who have differing 
opinions within the community. These are never heard.  
After the impacts and emotional exhaustion of a fire, many also do not have the 
capacity to tackle a written submission.  
 

 Public meetings and submissions are only partly useful to inform improved 
management. Science and evidence must be a large part of informing change. 
 

 Many people have little faith in outcomes now. After so many enquiries, reports, 
recommendations, the same problems and mistakes are repeated. Their 
purpose seems to be as a means to placate the voter rather than adopt genuine 
improvements to protect the landscape and lives. 
 

Accountability and culture 

 There is increasing concern about the fire management arm of government. Is 
described as an unaccountable ‘cowboy culture’. Despite meetings, onsite 
investigations, delegations to meet with government officials and detailed letters 
of concern regarding fire management, the responses are largely dismissive 
and patronising.    
 

 This could be a directive from above or the regional culture. Or both.  
 

 We see the culture is one that is unable to move forward, despite years of fire 
enquiries, new research and the pleadings of five former fire chiefs to change 
the way we prepare and deal with fire.   
 

 There needs to be trusted people within government to drive the changes 
needed, rather than career bureaucrats who are well versed in spin. 
 



 
 

 

 We appreciate there is an acknowledgment of the need for more women in 
FFMV. We believe the cultural shift within such a male-dominated and ‘matey’ 
organisation will probably need to have over 50% women both in decision 
making positions and on the ground.    

  
   

Environment and Biodiversity 

 There is shock to the point of despair, at the loss of valuable biodiversity and 
native wildlife as a result of fire operations and planned burns year after year. 
 

 Many of the burns seem to deliberately designed to be extremely hot, 
destructive and inappropriate. Worse still, we believe they are totally 
unnecessary. The incineration of the isolated reserve at Providence Ponds is 
just one example. It is an important remnant of Gippsland plains ecology and 
sits in the centre of cleared sheep paddocks. It supports the nationally 
endangered New Holland Mouse. This was the ‘cool burn’ it received.  
 

 
 

 We have more evidence of these burns being as destructive of wildlife and 
habitat as a bushfire.  
 

 Unsubstantiated claims that burning and bulldozing helps protect the 
biodiversity, adds insult to the losses.  
 

 Protection of biodiversity was only ever given a glance; now it is never 
considered or even targeted for destruction. 
 

 Biodiversity staff have been cut back to almost non-functional levels at a time 
when their expertise is critical. Yet there are endless funds for putting more fire 
into the landscape with very little thought or environmental assessment. 
 

 We welcome the $17.5 million allocated for threatened species. It will require far 
more than this to properly begin to survey, permanently protect and restore 
habitats. 



 
 

 

Planned burns 

 This year 1.4 million ha of forest were burnt. Yet in the last 5 years there were 
740,000 ha burnt by government in the belief that it would reduce fire risk.  
 

 Every reserve in East Gippsland that has been subjected at a prescribed burn 
has been seriously damaged.  
 

 The recent destruction of the rare Cabbage Tree Palms reserve buffer 
(impacting the rainforest) in a frenzy of chainsaws and bulldozers is a shocking 
example of such mindless destruction under the name of ‘fire safety’. The 
justification was offensive to thinking people, the response from authorities 
staggeringly blazé. As far as we know, no one has been investigated or 
penalised as a result. No apologies have been given.   
 

 As observers of nature and ecology, a large number of our members see 
current practices as having a counter-productive impact on the natural fire-
proofing of most East Gippsland forest types. 
 

 We have provided evidence and the research behind this previously. Science is 
ignored for the sake of servicing public fear and simplistic messages.  
 

 We believe the huge areas of high elevation, hinterland and coastal forests that 
have had the so-called ‘treatment’ are sacrificed in order to sound and look 
impressive to the public.  
 

 Broad scale burning of these forests (with very coarse or no enviro assessment) 
is very unlikely to prevent or slow down anything but the most manageable and 
low level bushfires. In fact the scientific evidence, along with our observations is 
that it makes forests far more flammable.  
 

 The downside of burning –  
 destroys the humus layer which contains a myriad of micro-organisms 

that both break down leaf litter and are the bottom of the food chain for 
many others,  

 therefore destroys the food and habitat of a healthy ecosystem,  
 opens up the understory to light, sun and wind altering and drying the 

damp enclosed ground layer  
 destroys the habitat and shelter of many smaller ground mammals, birds 

and reptiles, 
 these mammals and birds are a crucial part of the natural bio-digesting 

system of the forest which are then predated by feral animals. 
 

 The more a forest is burnt, the less able it is to restore the natural understory 
diversity critical for its natural fire resistance.  
The following images are of the unburnt old growth forests of Brown Mountain 
taken Feb 2020. They illustrate a long unburnt forest’s natural fire-resistance. 
 



 
 

 

 
The microclimate of an enclosed biodiverse forest keeps temperatures down 
and humidity up 

 
Understorey – providing perfect habitat for Potoroos, Bandicoots, Lyrebirds, fungi and 
invertebrates which break down bark and leaf litter 



 
 

 

An immense variety of fungi constantly decompose woody ground litter. Inappropriate 
fire regimes destroy this complex ecosystem.  

 Burning vast areas of East Gippsland and the Mallee constantly degrades and 
destroys struggling ecosystems and wildlife.  
 

 Common and rare species are under added pressures to survive climate 
impacts, increasing development, logging, mining and agricultural pressures 
(tree clearing, poisoning and so on). Fire is destroying many areas that remain 
untouched by these other impacts. 
 

 Burning and degrading shrinking habitat is being carried out under an outdated 
belief. The huge organisation that drives this is relying on obsolete evidence 
and beliefs and is resistant to science.  
 

 Year after year, it is shown that almost all planned burns do not save the 
forests, communities or the 
environment. However one image is 
being used and purported to be the 
proof of a burn stopping a serious 
crown fire. 
It has been widely distributed but with 
no details. We believe it is Painted 
Track at the Radar Hill burn north of 
Nowa Now last year which was an 
extremely hot fire. If this the frequency 
and level of planned burning that 
might stop a fire, it is no solution at all. 
 



 
 

 

 ‘Safer Together’ has not resulted in any noticeable improvements that we have 
observed. The PR has changed but the problems remain. It seems to be a 
hectare target under another name.   
 

 We need a new approach to keeping communities safe, not more money 
thrown as management that has proven to be ineffective. 
 

 DELWP and FFMV have not monitored the effectiveness of planned burns in 
regards to fuel load, regeneration, changes to the biodiversity or which forest 
types might or might not benefit from burns. 
 

 Why burning remains as major management tool, yet has no verifiable research 
outcomes for effectiveness, is a mystery.  We suspect, as detailed above, it is 
an outdated system perpetuated by ‘an old boys club’ mentality.   

Suggested solutions  

 We believe the hundreds of millions currently allocated to planned burns could 
be used in a far more effective way.  
 

 Fund or subsidise bushfire sprinkler systems with instruction for effective use in 
fire prone areas. 
 

 Fund or subsidise bunkers – making it safer for people to stay and defend, 
thereby saving possibly hundreds of homes. 
 

 Towers - remote automated electronic towers equipped with the latest 
technology in heat sensing and 360 degree video observation could be installed 
at many locations. The cost of a staffed tower is $30-$50,000 pa.  
Spotter planes are not always able to operate in bad weather after a storm or at 
night. One person at a central office can operate 15 of these automated towers.  
 

…automated electronic surveillance system began in the 1990s. The end result was 
Firehawk, the first solution of its kind worldwide… Due to the predominantly rural 
nature of the installations, with electricity supply being an issue, 90% of the 
Firehawk surveillance sites are solar power-based. The design of the system 
focuses on low power usage and low maintenance… the software and operational 
brains of the system are located offsite in smart control rooms. 



 
 

 

The technology uses single camera positioning that provides directional alerts to 
the operational team in the case of an event. The HD cameras rotate 360° every 
180 seconds, covering large areas …in either panoramic view or individual sector 
analysis. The camera allows the operator to accurately pinpoint a specific sector to 
within less than 100 metres.  
 http://www.securitysa.com/59210n  
 

 

https://www.iawfonline.org/article/wildfire-innovations-camera-tower/  
 

The Douglas Forest Protective Association began replacing human lookouts with 
cameras several years ago. Now, six people monitor cameras at the center, doing the 
jobs of 15 former lookouts in the field. 

“Right now we have twenty-nine cameras 
split between us two,” Hemphill said. “So 
I’m looking at half of them.” 

https://www.opb.org/news/article/cameras
-will-soon-do-the-job-of-fire-tower-
lookouts/ 
 
 

 Flammable paddocks should be 
considered more of a fire hazard to communities than a forest.  Currently they 
are being ignored with the main spotlight being on the dangers of forests far 
away. These overlooked fuel loads in farm paddocks can be extremely deadly 
and fast moving.  
 

 We would object to the proposal to enforce evacuations. Many of our members 
were well prepared, understood fire, had bunkers and remained to successfully 
defend their homes. 
 

 Those who feel prepared and decide to stay and defend should have that 
decision respected. If assisted with subsidised equipment and safety gear it 



 
 

 

could save 100 times those costs if they successfully protect their properties. To 
force evacuation would be paternalistic and authoritarian. 
 

 Bury power lines.  
 

 Improve ‘rapid attack’ so that it is more than a catch cry. 
 

 Listen to the fire chiefs who have been speaking out that a new system of fire 
safety must be initiated. 
 

 Only use planned burns immediately around communities and within 500m as 
recommended by research, where it might be effective.   
 

 Immediately end all native forest logging that is planned within close proximity 
to private land.  
 

 Immediately protect all old growth forests from logging and further disturbance 
to allow restoration management and carry out feral animal control. This would 
protect many threatened species and allow the natural ecosystems to 
regenerate and help rebuild a forests natural fire-resistance. 
 

 
This image shows the severity of the New Year’s eve fire in logging regrowth on 
the eastern edge of the Errinundra National Park. The dead ‘habitat’ trees 
shows that it was important old growth before it was clearfelled. The logged 
forest landscape was thick with regrowth stands which would have fed this fire’s 
ferocity.  
 
 

 Profile all CFA vollies and FFMV workers at all levels for pyromania 
personalities.  
 



 
 

 

 Install cameras or/and signs, informing road and track users that cameras are 
installed throughout the track networks. Make this known through media.  
 

 Take serious action on climate change as 23 fire and emergency services 
leaders have called for. 
 

Fire response 

 There is an extremely concerning new method of fighting fires; to increase the 
level of fire in the landscape during dangerously dry summer fire weather. This 
was a stated method by an Orbost fire manager to a public meeting in late 
2019.  
 

 Backburns are never mapped that we are aware of. If they are they are never 
made public. This is a major problem and we believe is essential to learn and 
improve firefighting practices. From our observations during the 2014 fires this 
happened right across the fire ground with gay abandon. The back burns would 
escape and more fire would be lit as the ‘solution’. This seemed to happen daily 
and could have been responsible for the fires huge increase in size. 
 

 A backburn destroyed most of the coastal area between Bemm River and 
Marlo. It was an example of extreme cowboy management and unnecessary 
use of fire. It burnt the Cape Conran park, cabins and office. The still burning 
coastal fire an ancient peat bed is a perfect example of this fondness for fire 
without apparent intelligence, strategy or accountability. 

 
 EEG would like to see this ‘new method’ urgently examined and redressed, 

using experts and knowledge outside of the fire culture. This should include 
biologists along with fire ecologists, minus the politics. 
 

 Rapid attack did not happen with the fire that created the major run which took 
out about a million ha from W Tree to Mallacoota over the new year. 
 



 
 

 

 We understand the small additional number of aircraft with water capacity were 
on contract to NSW and were unavailable when needed in Victoria.  
 

 The practice of burning out unburnt areas of forest inside a burnt area seems to 
remain a most destructive practice. It again shows total lack of concern for the 
refuge areas where wildlife would have survived or gathered. This insane 
practice seems to have no logic behind it. This should be investigated and if not 
essential, resources should be used elsewhere. 
 

 It was extremely disturbing to have heard that protecting a pine plantation was 
the priority over protecting homes and property as a fire edge threatened the 
Bondi pine forests in NSW. The logic being that the plantation was worth 
millions which provided local jobs. Homes and properties lost would create 
economic activity and more jobs (pers comm). 

Pre-fire season management 

 EEG is very cautious about supporting indigenous burning practices as we 
believe it is contentious as to whether this region had a local history of fuel 
management burns pre-European settlement. This interview with local 
indigenous elder Wayne Thorpe makes it clear that the claimed use of fire by 
local Aborigines is not as Europeans interpreted it. Many believe it now 
continues to be misinterpreted for the government fire agencies own purposes. 
It begins at the 35:50 minute mark. 
 

 Unless very close around properties, to within 20-30 metres, we are opposed to 
mechanical slashing.  
 

 EEG is extremely opposed to the logging industry lobbyists push to introduce 
mechanical thinning of forests. It would create a thinned, drier, biologically 
depauperate, plantation-style stand of trees which would benefit no one but the 
logging industry and leave excessive slash to add to fire danger.   

 
While bushfires are managed with obsolete tools and informed by unscientific 
beliefs – preparedness and bushfire response will be less than effective – 
especially with the added disaster of increasing climate driven fire weather.   
 

 

 




